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Today, Philippine society is confronted by different types of social problems that require solidarity with the poor, marginalized groups, and nature. In this regard, what can Filipino theologians do to address these challenges? Carlito “Karl” Gaspar, in thinking theologically, proposes to rediscover the precolonial Filipino spirituality to address the social issues. For Gaspar, precolonial Filipino spirituality is a transformative-oriented spirituality and inherently Maka-Diyos, Maka-Tao, Makakalikasan (For God, People, Nature). Gaspar argues that reclaiming the roots of our connection with precolonial spirituality could lead us towards developing solidarity with the poor, with marginalized groups, and with nature. Analyzing Gaspar’s The Masses Are Messiah: Contemplating the Filipino Soul (2010) as resource dissipation, this paper is an invitation to explore precolonial Filipino spirituality as a source to transform power structures. The paper is divided into five parts: First, the paper gives a brief introduction to the life and work of Karl Gaspar. Second, the paper offers an overview of Gaspar’s book, The Masses Are Messiah. Third, the paper discusses Gaspar’s transformative spirituality. Lastly, the paper advances the precolonial Filipino spirituality as a potential source for a holistic model of Filipino spirituality, especially for Filipino Pentecostal spirituality. Therefore, Filipino Pentecostal spirituality becomes meaningful, useful, and relevant in the Philippine context.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite the persistence of poverty and corruption,¹ the Philippines is one of the most religious countries in the world. According to WIN/Gallup International 2017, Philippines ranked fifth among the most religious of countries.² True enough, this can be observed in the frantic procession of the statue of the Black Nazarene every year. In 2019 for example, the feast of the Black Nazarene drew 800,000 Filipino Catholic devotees to visit the Basilica in Quiapo, Manila.³ During the procession, thousands of Filipinos pack the streets of Quiapo trying to get close and touch the black statue of Jesus Christ for healing, forgiveness, and blessing. Scholars argue that the religious performance of the Black Nazarene commemorates the suffering and resilience of Jesus Christ under the persecution of the Roman Empire. Filipino Catholic devotees find some ways to identify themselves with the suffering and resilience of Christ under the hardship of life.⁴ Although there have been disagreements among Filipino Roman Catholic priests and theologians, the religious feast still draws several hundreds of thousands each year, especially young devotees.⁵

Moreover, there has been broad discussions on the religious performance of the Black Nazarene among Filipino social scientists, including philosophers.⁶ It has been a staple of debates among students and scholars of religion.⁷ Some Filipino anthropologists, sociologists, and Catholic scholars have a more positive view. They regard the feast of Black Nazarene as an indigenous religiosity of Filipino Catholics. Others see it negatively. For instance, due to the imposition of Western scientific ideas and categories, the feast of the Black Nazarene has often been viewed as paganism and idolatry, especially among outsiders. According to a Filipino sociologist Jayeel S. Cornelio:

Meaning like Father Bulatao (Jesuit Catholic priest) who we know (that) that is his big argument, that [sic] say “Catholics are split level.” They go to church and yet they do something else. You know, practice corruption and so on and so forth. That same understanding, that same theoretical framework has also been used to analyze say popular religiosity. How come people still go to mass and yet they still use amulets for example? So thereby creating what we know as folk Catholicism. But from the point of view of everyday authenticity, we reject these kinds of hierarchies of religiosity simply because for many ordinary Catholics, all of these are expressions of their Catholicism. Peter Bräunlein, a German anthropologist calls this 100% Catholic so people who flagellate themselves or people who crucify themselves during Holy Week say in Pampanga or in Bulacan, they might be accused of not being faithful to the Catholic doctrine or to the Catholic practice because you don’t really need to crucify yourself but for these people, this actually expresses their Catholicism.⁸

Like many Filipino scholars, Cornelio perceives “split-level Christianity”⁹ as an inadequate

⁹ According to Miguel Angelo B. Amit, “Split-level Christianity means the co-existence of two or more thought and behaviour systems within the same person which are inconsistent with each other. In this case, a split-level person is one who, at one level, professes allegiance to ideas, attitudes and ways of behaving which are mainly borrowed from the Christian West, but who, at another level, holds convictions which are
description of popular religiosity or popular devotion among Filipino Catholics. As a matter of fact, Bulatao’s concept of “split-level Christianity” has several critics. They argued that popular religiosity encapsulates the complexity of a Filipino religious worldview that defies western religious categories.

Now, devotees of the Black Nazarene are also increasingly gaining critics and setbacks. For example, according to Jose Eric Lacsa, after the procession, devotees of the Black Nazarene leave piles of garbage that something needs to be addressed. In fact, the last report indicated: “146.59 tons of garbage consisted mostly of plastic bottles, Styrofoam boxes, and plastic bags used to hold ice-cold water.” Lacsa argues that Filipino Catholic popular devotion must place emphasis on cleanliness, comparing it to spiritual purity. He writes:

Christians always used space as our meeting place with God. The space that we used is in itself ‘sacred.’ In Quiapo during the Feast of Nazareno, it was an overwhelming sight to see people cramping in space (di mahulugang karayum) in order to touch the Holy Nazareno, or just to get hold of the long rope used to pull the Nazareno. Holding the rope at many instances is good enough for some devotees considering the great struggle one has to face in order to touch or throw a handkerchief to wipe the Poon. That sacred space is a place where we meet and experience God and brings into our consciousness that “Jesus is there.”

Christ dwells in that sacred space because people

Simply put, Lacsa sees that cleanliness is next to godliness. The meeting place or space between God and his people, like Quiapo in Manila where the religious procession of the Black Nazarene occur, turns into a sacred space. From this point of view, Lacsa contends, devotees should stop littering and desecrating sacred spaces that leads to calamitous events. Rather he proposes, Filipino Catholic devotees need to develop an “ecological consciousness” that foster a healthy interaction with the world. But, challenges still remained on how Filipino spirituality can become more holistic, sensitive, and responsive to Philippine economic-political problems.

This is the current state of Filipino religiosity and it is the intention of this paper to explore Karl Gaspar’s view of precolonial Filipino spirituality as a transformative-oriented spirituality. It is my belief that Gaspar’s notion of transformative spirituality demonstrates the enduring relevance of a precolonial Filipino spirituality that challenges contemporary socio-economic problems, which includes hunger, poverty, corruption, ecological crisis, greed, among others. But, it is to be noted that I do not wish to suggest that other Filipino theologians and transformative models are unimportant. First and foremost, it is important to give an overview of the life and works of Karl Gaspar. The second part offers an overview of Gaspar’s book,
The Masses Are Messiah (2010) and its potential contributions to the Filipino Pentecostal spirituality discourse.

I. Karl M. Gaspar: An Imperishable Gift to Filipino Theologians.

Carlito “Karl” Gaspar, CSsR is a religious brother of the Congregation of the Most Holy Redeemer and prominent figure from Mindanao. Gaspar is a grassroots educator, prolific writer, playwright, poet, mystic, social-anthropologist, interfaith scholar, activist, and theologian. He is one of the most influential and inspiring Filipino Catholic theologians in the Philippines. Gaspar is a former Martial Law political prisoner, who fought the Marcos dictatorship. Randy J.C. Odchigue described him writing:

As theology searches for relevance in this period of turmoil and transition, the method of correlation appeared to be among the viable options for theologians. Karl Gaspar appeared to embrace this method – associated with Paul Tillich – which contends that theology becomes intelligible and relevant when it holds in fruitful tension with human experience – the religious and historical – with the originary Christian witness as found in the Scriptures. Many of Karl’s writings follow this method notably in his books, Readings on Contemporary Mindanao Church, Desperately Seeking God’s Saving Action: Yolanda Survivors’ Hope Beyond Heartbreaking Lamentations and A Hundred Years of Gratitude. The decidedly emancipatory and liberationist bent of his writings arose from his immersion in the context of violence, injustice and oppression in Mindanao during the Martial Law in the 70s. And his theological reflections in this period appeared to rely on the lenses of ‘reading the signs of the times’ – a phrase from Gaudium et Spes and Congar’s understanding of church as people of God synthesizing it with the theology of liberation. In short, the commencement of Karl Gaspar’s praxis and organic theological journey traversed the methodological terrains of correlation, ressourcement, aggiornamento and structural analysis.

In 1986, Gaspar’s work How Long?: Prison Reflections from the Philippines (1986) just after he was released from prison in February of 1985. The book covered the 22 months that Gaspar was incarcerated. The book is a collection of selected prison letters of Gaspar’s reflection on national and international situations. Basically, his exposed the brutality and human rights violations of Marcos regime. Many Filipino liberation theologians draw their inspiration from his work. In fact, it has become one of the sources in the formation of Philippine liberation theology that later become known as “theology of struggle.”

Odchigue summarizes Gaspar’s contributions to Filipino liberation theology:

First, theology as an articulation coming out from the struggles of the oppressed and marginalized groups. Second, theology as overlapping spheres: “liberation as a response to dependency and social oppressions; as symbolic of the theory of history as a process of humanization; and liberation theologically understood as a hermeneutical lens to soteriology”. Third, theology requires social analysis tools to be meaningful in a context of incommensurate social-economic arrangements. And finally, theological method must leads to concrete engagements in social issues of justice.
Gaspar’s contributions to other areas in theology: he is a strong proponent of indigenization of Filipino Catholic theology in the Philippines. Also, Gaspar works in various subjects including, social-anthropolgy, basic ecclesial communities (BECs), spirituality, interfaith issues, peace studies, and indigenous studies. For a proper use of the social communication, Gaspar is committed to popularize pastoral concerns of the Roman Catholic Church. In 2017, he was a recipient of a Lifetime Achievement Award from the Asian Catholic Communicators, Inc. (ACCI). According to Carolyn O. Arguillas, “The award was given to Gaspar not just for the books and essays he has written to “popularize the concerns of the Church in the world today as a way of communicating the Gospel to the public”.22 Arguillas, adds, “but also for his commitment in terms of ministry and praxis manifesting his witness.”23 Presently, Gaspar spend most of his time giving talks at public forum, engaging in indigenous human rights and interfaith advocacies, writing articles, publishing books and teaching. From 2015 to 2018, he served as the academic dean of at the St. Alphonsus Theological and Mission Institute (SATMI) in Davao City, Philippines.24

II. THE MASSES ARE MESSIAH: CONTEMPLATING THE FILIPINO SOUL

The Masses are Messiah: Contemplating the Filipino Soul is a product of joint endeavor research project of Gaspar and the Institute of Spirituality in Asia. Gaspar confesses, it is an ambitious research project because the project involved the entire Philippine archipelago.26 He confesses, “in the course of the study I conversed with representatives of practically all the sectors of our country that traverse the various regions, classes, age range, genders, ethnicities, languages, educational and cultural backgrounds.”27 Generally, the book is motivated by three parallel concerns. Firstly, it aims to contribute to the growing field of study of Filipino spirituality. Secondly, Gaspar made the strong assumption that Filipino Catholics out there---bishops, priest, religious, and laity--have evolved a transformative-oriented spirituality.28 Lastly, the pre-colonial Philippine spirituality or indigenous belief system (IBS) has a transformative-oriented spirituality.29 In conducting the study, he employed mixed methods. According to Gaspar, the research design and the main questions guided his work done both in libraries and fieldwork.30 The process of collecting data derives from two major sources; firstly, primary data was derived from first-hand information through interaction with the 369 key informants (both individual interviews and focused group discussions), which he then analysed and interpreted.31
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25 Buenafe, “Foreword” The Masses Are Messiah: Contemplating the Filipino Soul, ii.
Next, secondary data or literature was available including (as well as during his fieldwork;) written accounts by Spanish chroniclers, a long list of Filipino authors who have engaged in the spirituality discourse (incorporating contemporary ethnographic studies), written materials in neighbouring South-east Asian countries. These authors include his colleagues from the Ecumenical Association of Third World Theologians (EATWOT), the Institute of Spirituality in Asia (ISA) fellows, and those who have joined the various ISA colloquia.32

From the early Spanish colonial period till today, misinformation about precolonial Filipino spirituality is spearheaded and uncritically accepted as truth. Precolonial Filipino spirituality has been perceived to be passive, complicit, irrational, and dualistic.33 These Western views, however, are controversial and rejected by many Filipino scholars nowadays. In fact, according to Gaspar, a central characteristic of precolonial Filipino spirituality is transformative-oriented. Simply put, precolonial Filipino spirituality is holistic in nature and actively engaging. Gaspar writes:

The seeds of a transformation orientation of our spirituality were there already long before conquest and conversion and despite the impact of colonization; these never left the collective psyche of our people. In the post-colonial era we are empowered to reclaim these seeds and help them to bear more fruit.34

For Gaspar, it is unacceptable how Filipino have come to accept the negative Western views of precolonial Filipino spirituality, believing that our precolonial views are incompatible with Christian beliefs. For example, God as remote or distant; no adequate normative ethics; the line between physical and spiritual health is often blurred; irrational fear against territorial spirits; too much respect and veneration of the dead.35 Rather these should be viewed as constitutive of a complex system that is life-affirming.

The awareness of the rich Filipino religious-cultural heritage, Gaspar believes that these diverse forms of precolonial spirituality are useful to the pursuit of Filipino contextual theology. He sees precolonial spirituality could quench Filipino’s thirst for justice, peace, mutuality, and solidarity. In fact, Gaspar considers that precolonial spirituality might mobilize and elucidate Filipino’s social problem, an aspect that has been described conclusively in this book.36 He also suggests that they intersect and resonate with each other, but also diverse in different directions. Without claiming to be exhaustive, it is maybe helpful to mention at least three of the major characteristics that traverse his research, of which precolonial Filipino spirituality as (a) transformative-oriented is only one and by no means the predominant one.

First, instead of being passive and complicit, Gaspar argues that Filipino transformative-oriented spirituality is socially engaging and revolutionary.37 Since the idea of Christianization of the Philippines was associated with colonialization, Gaspar builds upon the two critical Filipino historians - Vicente Rafael and Reynaldo Ileto. According to Rafael and Ileto, the Spanish colonial ruler is marked by their efforts to control all of life, not only politics and economics, but also society,
culture, and religion. But, Filipino ancestors were not passive and complicit. In fact, Rafael and Ileto contend, during the Spanish colonial period, various groups of indigenous Filipino community embraced conquest and conversion to a certain extent but also resisted the Spanish colonialization. Following Rafael and Ileto, Gaspar insists that Filipino ancestors localized the Christian beliefs to resist the colonial power through the vernacularization of the Catholic teachings. He also believes that the localization of the Filipino Catholic faith bears traces of precolonial Filipino spirituality as socially engaging and revolutionary. Congruent with progressive Filipino Christians, precolonial Filipino religion provides an image of God that is truly compassionate and is on the side of the poor and downtrodden. Gaspar further argues that the process continues amongst Filipino Catholic communities (Church as a priestly, prophetic, and kingly people and as a Church of the poor) fleeing the unbearable political and economic strangulations in the Philippines.

Second, Filipino transformative-oriented spirituality promote stewardship of God’s creation and human responsibility for environmental reservation—caring for God’s creation. According to Gaspar, “This concern is not strictly theoretical, because the emphasis on the world as God’s creation also raises the issue of human being’s responsibility—they were, after all, created toward this creation”. For Gaspar, learning from precolonial Filipino spirituality in relation to nature, encourage ecological awareness and action at the parish, community, and national levels. It can provide Filipino theologians with resources to enable a theological response to the ecological debate. By doing so, it is with great prudence that the Filipino transformative spirituality can contribute towards the cultivation of an ecological ethos and deeper understanding of the sanctity of the earth.

Lastly, precolonial Filipino transformative-oriented spirituality is expressed in both vertical and horizontal relations. Not surprisingly, Gaspar contends, it has a communitarian and relational focus. As a matter of fact, most Filipinos perceived their own individual identity with the group identity. He also pointed out that Filipino behavior is always trying to preserve respect for another person that begins in the family, especially with dead ancestors. In precolonial Filipino spirituality, “valuing the community over the individual” was one of the most important virtues in achieving community cohesion. For instance, there is no place for individual existence or one should not be left alone by others and to be able to think and act in whatever way he or she chooses. But, it is always community and relational-oriented. Everybody has their special place in the family and social life—the value of social hierarchy. Aside from this, respect for older people and healers is one of the basic characteristics of precolonial Filipino culture (Gaspar 2010, 97). For example, like the biological parents, shaman (priestess) or religious specialists have a special status and social function. They were considered a specialist in the areas of the culture, religion, medicine. Therefore, the younger generation must respect and revere them. In that regard, precolonial Filipino spirituality views individual as unseparated part of society, their existence as being in the ontological sense cannot be separated from society.
To conclude this section, Gaspar expresses his positive view of emergent Filipino spirituality. He writes, “Our spirituality is becoming more integrated, more holistic. It is a spirituality rooted in a Christian faith tradition while reclaiming the indigenous belief system that enhances our advocacy for peace, justice, and the integrity of creation.” Although precolonial transformative-oriented spirituality is “yet to be developed”, Gaspar reminds emergent Filipino theologians their important task of rediscovering, cultivating, and reappropriating it in fast-changing Filipino reality. With this in mind, Gaspar further argues, “But there is no question that it has long way to go before it can become even more so”.

### III. WHAT CAN FILIPINO PENTECOSTAL THEOLOGIANS LEARN FROM GASPAR’S TRANSFORMATIVE SPIRITUALITY?

Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen posits an important question about Pentecostal mission and social responsibility. Kärkkäinen asked, “Are Pentecostals Oblivious to Social Justice? In response, Kärkkäinen provided answer in twofold manner. On one hand, Kärkkäinen admits that most early Pentecostal movements failed to address social justice issue. On the other hand, according to Kärkkäinen, the contemporary Pentecostal theologians have taken up the challenge to critically engage with social justice issues. Kärkkäinen argues:

Although Pentecostal mission is focused on evangelization, it is not to the exclusion of social concern and never has been so. The “broader mission” (holistic) has been part and parcel of the Pentecostal branch of the family “as an automatic outgrowth of its prioritization” of the great commission. And as Juan Sepulveda, a Latin American Pentecostal, succinctly notes, even though Pentecostals have been cautious to engage in politics, “the Pentecostal communities meant a powerful offering of life-meaning for wide sectors excluded from our communities.” In fact, Pentecostals have worked with the poor for social renewal in unobtrusive ways and have initiated major social reform programs and institutions. Furthermore, according to Kärkkäinen, the backlash against massive poverty and global injustices give greater significance to an authentic commitment to reconstruct a pentecostal public theology. Compared with Catholic and Protestant documents (or public statements) on social justice, Kärkkäinen further observes, “Pentecostals have no written statements about “preferential option for the poor,” as most Pentecostal churches are “churches of the poor”. In the Philippine context, this is important note in Filipino Pentecostal Movements. Unlike Filipino Catholic church, Filipino Pentecostal churches have no written statements about “preferential option for the poor”. However, most Filipino Pentecostal churches are “churches of the poor”. In addition, a lack of scholarly study limits the observation of current Filipino Pentecostal public and spiritual scholarships. However, there are significant numbers of contemporary Filipino Pentecostal scholars who are engaged in some self-criticism about the inadequacy of their own efforts to confront the movement with regards to social issues vis-à-vis on the promotion of human flourishing. Recently, a new generation of Filipino Pentecostal scholars with rigorous scholarship are engaging public

---
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issues. For example, Joel A. Tejedo and Doreen A. Benavidez, attempt to reconstruct Filipino Pentecostal theologies. They re-examined their own Pentecostal theological traditions and its understanding of spirituality to make meaningful and relevant to Filipinos, especially from the marginalized sectors.

But going back to the main question above? I proposed two answers, but interrelated: First, Gaspar’s transformative spirituality can challenge traditional Filipino Pentecostal view of spirituality. Until today, the prevalent dualistic thinking has continually plagued many Filipino Pentecostal churches, including Pentecostal seminaries. One of the problems of the Pentecostal dualistic thinking shapes their view of spirituality. It played a fundamental role in Filipino Pentecostal theologies away from the public arena. It created artificial line that separates spiritual and earthly concerns, especially political and economic challenges. With these challenges in mind, there is a need for a more critical approach to Filipino Pentecostal view of spirituality. If, however, the Filipino Pentecostals will engage and learn from Gaspar’s transformative spirituality, it can be of great help to recalibrate their notions of Christian public life to our current social and political conditions. Although it has been seriously undermined as a result of Western colonization and today, precolonial transformative spirituality offers a holistic model of spirituality for Filipino Pentecostals. Such ways of doing spirituality, Filipino Pentecostal spirituality become responsive to socio-cultural and political-economic issues. Perhaps, it might be called a latent positive potential of Filipino Pentecostal churches – that they may be able to inspire not just their own communities, but wider society as a whole.

Next, parallel to the proposal of a Pentecostal holistic view of spirituality, Gaspar’s transformative spirituality can contribute towards the cultivation of a Filipino Pentecostal ecological ethos. Today, however, Pentecostal ecology ethos is an emerging response among Pentecostal scholars. For instance, Shane Clifton, Amos Young, Matthew Tallman, to name a few. These Pentecostal scholars take up this challenge and offer some alternative theological perspectives to address the anthropocentric view of spirituality and eschatology. As far as Filipino Pentecostals are concerned, Pentecostal ecological ethos still far away. Despite research shows that the Philippines is one of the most affected by climate change, Filipino Pentecostals are lacks of capacity to critical engage the problem of climate change. The fact that Filipino Pentecostal theologians failed to develop an ecological ethos, many Filipino Pentecostal churches are indifferent to the ecological crisis. Actually, many Pentecostal preachers only exacerbates the problem and make this worse by give more emphasis on otherworldly. With in-depth analysis, many Filipino Pentecostal theologians will realize that Gaspar’s transformative spirituality has a large resource to cultivate a Filipino Pentecostal ecological ethos. It has a great deal to offer on the promotion of human flourishing, especially with regard to Philippine environmental problems. Although cultivating Gaspar’s transformative spirituality requires much time to digest, it is worth to be explored. Therefore, the influence of precolonial
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Filipino worldview can be channeled so that it is positive resources, rather than negative.

IV. CONCLUSION

Within the contemporary missiological debate, there are Filipino scholars who contend that the attitude of early missionaries towards the precolonial Filipino spirituality or indigenous belief system was often being viewed as generally evil. Early missionaries are accused of being too much involved with their own culture, did not understand much of the Filipino worldview and culture, worked hard to destroy what they did not understand. But, Gaspar’s scholarly work is an eminently move towards a better appreciation of the indigenous belief system, which aims at providing a link between the precolonial Filipino spirituality and contextual Christian underpinnings. Gaspar unshackled the precolonial Filipino spirituality from a negative view of the indigenous belief system. It enriches and empowers the emerging post-colonial Filipino theologians, especially the emergence of decoloniality project among Filipino scholars.

On a personal level, I find the works of Gaspar highly stimulating, because I believe that Gaspar have something fundamental to tell about contemporary Filipino Pentecostal/Charismatic spirituality. Gaspar pushed as far as it would go to show the continuities and link of precolonial Filipino spirituality and the contemporary Filipino spirituality. Gaspar has shown how precolonial Filipino spirituality helps us to make sense of many otherwise puzzling features of present Filipino spirituality. Gaspar has also shown how it helps us to understand the crucial differences between the precolonial Filipino spirituality and the western outlook.
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